WHAT IS IT?

Undergraduate psychology majors are invited to participate in an **action-oriented focus group**.

WHY?

The Justice-Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (J-DEI) Committee wants to hear about your **experiences** and **opinions** of J-DEI in the MSU Psychology department.

Unlike most focus groups, you will have the opportunity to collaboratively identify what’s most important for departmental J-DEI-related efforts. This will ultimately **inform academic and professional development opportunities** for undergraduate students.

COMPENSATION?

$10 Walmart **gift cards** will be provided for up to 65 participants.

Light refreshments will be provided.

WHEN?

Tuesday, April 4, 2023
6:00 - 7:30 PM
PSY BUILDING RM 118

IRB # STUDY00008292

Questions?
Noël Lugo (lugonoel@msu.edu)
Jasmine Engleton (engleton@msu.edu)